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Bugfixes
INFORMATION
When opening a project with the new version (2016-17.02), projects of the directly
previous version (2016-17.01)
|_| are converted and can no longer be opened with the previous version
|X| are not converted and can still be opened with the previous version
COM Registration
|X| the COM library has been changed and should be registered again
(start the program as ADMIN using „E3.series.exe /register“)

The bug fixes are sorted and listed by designer number(s). This enables you, for example, to
easily search for bugs reported to our support office.

Designer-28285
Designer-28311
Designer-28399

Designer-28409
Designer-28505
Designer-28529

Designer-28581
Designer-28619
Designer-28628
Designer-28677
Designer-28692
Designer-28702
Designer-28704
Designer-28715

Designer-28716
Designer-28735

Incorrect connection of conductors after change of options
The internal device designation is not displayed at XVL export
When saving a drawing file e3p as database subcircuit errors may
be shown 'E - Error in function EvNode\collect_merged_lines(), ret
= 6'
Different behaviour of COM Call 'job.ExportPDF' referring to indexes
since version 2015
No ability to rename device within the device tree when the new
name only differs in upper and lower case
The text space for the assembly information (#1079, #1080,
#1081, #1082, #1083) is not filled at symbols of terminals with
terminal strips
Copy&Paste in E3.Redliner may lead to a Panel Auto-Connect of all
wires laid on cable duct references
E3.panel: Possibly incorrect snapping of slots
E3.ReportScripts: Standard analysis doesn't list all connections
Columns in sheet reference dialog not completely shown
E3.ReportScripts: Excel-Connection List is not showing length
Opening the context menu within Panel takes very long
The setting ''Display elements without variants / options'' is after
conversion in Multiuser only for one user correctly displayed
The outer diameter of a hose/tube is entered initially to the parent
object (equiv. to conductor and cable) but not updated with Update
command
When changing a model characteristic, entries for attribute values
at schematic symbols get lost
Error 'Error in function int __thiscall CDWGDirectExport::wrPolygon'
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Designer-28745
Designer-28746
Designer-28766
Designer-28772
Designer-28781
Designer-28782

Designer-28825

at DXF export or crash
No ability to open or create MU projects via WAN connection
Crash of E3 when trying to open an e3s file
Pad shapes are not displayed anymore within the database editor
2016
No ability to place symbols of the active connector pin terminal as
device view
Opening a Multiuser project takes very long
After trying to create a connection to a connector and the
subsequent appearance of an error message, further continue after
confirmation of this message is not possible anymore
Executing the command 'Autoconnect' leads to a program crash
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